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Drawing curves is a fundamental task in mid-air interac-
tive applications such as 3D sketching, geometric modeling,
handwriting recognition, and authentication. Existing re-
search in mid-air drawing is solely focused on determining
what the user drew assuming that the intended curve is seg-
mented from the continuous user-generated trajectory. In this
work, our aim is to address the complementary problem: to
determine when the user actually intended to draw without
the use of any prescribed gestures or hand-held controllers
(e.g. Wii remote, HTC Vive). In our previously published
work, we demonstrated that in mid-air drawing tasks, not
only is it possible to statistically learn drawing intent from
hand motion, but it is also perceived to be more natural by
users. Our idea was to simply classify each instance of hand
trajectories as either a stroke or a hover. Our current work
investigates new representations of the users’ motion beyond
a single point (such as a tracked palm) to richer multi-point
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trajectories obtained with other skeletal joints such as wrist
and elbow. We trained several binary classifiers on 5 such
trajectory representations obtained from 3D drawing data
from 25 users using a hand tracking device. We compare
these representations and the corresponding classifiers for
predicting user intent for mid-air drawing. Our extended
approach resulted in improved prediction accuracy (mean:
80.17%, min: 79.92%, max: 91.30%) with respect to our
earlier work (mean: 76.75%, min: 74.23%, max: 84.01%).

1 Introduction
Spatial (mid-air) interactions are now commonly in-

vestigated in applications such as geometric modeling [1],
3D sketching [2, 3], mid-air authentication [4], and text in-
put [5–7]. To this end, many techniques have been developed
for mid-air symbol recognition [6,8]. However, most existing
research in mid-air curve input is focused on determining what
the user intends to express (i.e. recognizing a symbol within



Fig. 1. Stroke-Hover Intent Recognition Workflow.

the user provided curve input). Our goal in this research is
to investigate a complementary yet fundamental problem in
mid-air curve input: determining when users actually intend
to draw in mid-air.

1.1 Problem & Motivation
While drawing on a tablet, a stroke from the user is a

natural outcome of merely touching down and subsequently
loosing contact from the touch-screen. As a consequence, any
analysis of user input (so as to detect a gesture or perform
geometric analysis for object and symbol recognition) need
only consider the stroke that was captured through the touch
device. In mid-air interactions, there are currently two meth-
ods to distinguish a stroke from a hover: (a) instrumented
controllers wherein a user uses a physical control such as
a button to express intent to register a stroke and (b) hand
gestures such as pinching or pointing to prescribe the start
and end of a stroke. Instrumented controllers are intrusive and
constrained by the capabilities offered by the controller. On
the other hand, while bare-hand interactions are non-intrusive,
the use of prescribed hand postures for a task as simple as
drawing is not particularly intuitive. In our prior work [9], we
conducted a behavioral study to understand user preferences
with using predefined hand postures while drawing in mid-air.
We observed that sketching using predefined hand postures
restricts the users in their movements, and in turn can hinder
their capability to freely express their intent. Findings from
this study strongly indicated the need for an approach that
processes mid-air curves simply using posture-less, bare hand
trajectories.

Specifically for sketching tasks (and similar tasks such
as writing, stroke-based gestures), most works either seg-
ment user trajectory after the fact or somehow build the seg-
mentation within a symbol identification system [8]. In any
case, this necessitates a vocabulary of a finite set of symbols
suggesting a top-down approach for pattern recognition (i.e.
looking for known patterns). There is currently no means for
detecting just the intention to make a mark on the screen and
building a coherent shape or a symbol in a bottom-up manner.

In a future where spatial interactions will be as com-

monplace as touch interfaces are today, we argue that the
ideal interaction scenario for mid-air curve input would be
one where the user draws on the screen (or in 3D volume)
in the same way we describe a shape or give directions to
another human being — i.e. without holding a device or con-
sciously focusing on using a specific hand pose prescribed by
an interaction designer. In order to achieve natural mid-air
communication, we propose that the recognition of signs and
symbols should be separated from detecting the user’s intent
to (or not to) draw. By understanding the stroke-hover intent,
it will be possible to generalize mid-air interaction workflows
beyond sketching applications to a wider variety of tasks in-
cluding gesturing, authentication, and object manipulation.
The key advantage of this approach is that it will both enable
the recognition of drawings and symbols not currently in some
pre-defined vocabulary and will still be useful for classical
problems such as symbol recognition. It will further allow for
scaling mid-air interactions to larger spaces with many users
with low computational complexity and high robustness.

1.2 Challenges
Detecting intent to draw in mid-air with no explicit mech-

anism (hand gesture or controller) is significantly challenging
for three primary reasons. First, while a known set of shapes
could be distinguished on the basis of their geometry, there
is no obvious geometric or statistical distinction between a
stroke and a hover in a given mid-air trajectory. Second, vari-
ation across users is driven by several parameters including
the shapes that are drawn, the speed at which the user draws
them, the skill of the user in drawing specific shapes etc. Fi-
nally, the dimensionality of the data (the trajectory of some
tracked point on the hand) is generally low in contrast to
many other classification problems making feature extraction
difficult. Determining a a suitable data representation itself is,
therefore, a non-trivial task.

1.3 Previous Work
This paper is the next step to our previous work [9],

where we formulated mid-air drawing as a point classifica-
tion problem in contrast to the commonly curve segmentation



problem. We found that strokes and hovers are character-
ized by differentiating properties such as curve completion
times, speed profiles, and geometric properties. Based on
these observations, we derived temporal geometric properties
(speed profiles, curvature, change in Frenet frame, etc.) from
recorded mid-air curves, and used these features to train a
stroke-hover classification model to identify the user’s draw-
ing intent.

Mid-air drawing data from multiple users was recorded
using the GeoMagic Touch device stylus, and binary clas-
sifiers identifying stroke-hover intent were trained. Bagged
decision trees were found to predict the drawing intent with an
average accuracy of 76.75% for a variety of shapes including
alpha-numeric characters, 2D-3D primitives, and free form
planar curves. However, testing the model on on-the-fly data
recorded using the Leap Controller pointed towards certain
drawbacks, primarily caused due to the physical and spatial
limitations associated with the GeoMagic Touch device.

1.4 Current Approach
We posit that drawing in air is not merely an action of the

tip of the finger, but an action performed by the whole hand
including to the wrist and the elbow. Further, the random
forest classifier indicated the speed of the recorded points
to be the most discernible feature for stroke-hover classifi-
cation. Based on these observations, we wish to employ a
simpler representation of the hand trajectory while leveraging
the information captured within the trajectories of multiple
joints in the hand to develop a robust stroke-hover classifier.
We propose a modified stroke-hover identification work-flow
(Figure 1):

1. Data Acquisition: The mid-air drawing data (hand trajec-
tories) is recorded by using the Leap Motion controller
in conjunction with an untethered hand-held device to
provide the ground truth for drawing intent 1.

2. Skeletal and Feature Based Data Representation: From
the recorded 3D mid-air drawing data, distinguishing geo-
metric and temporal properties of strokes and hovers are
computed.

3. Classifier Training & Testing: Different combinations of
these features are used to train binary classification models.
During testing, the trained classifier is now used for intent
classification for every new point recorded.

1.5 Contributions
We make three main contributions. First, we present a

new data representation for recording user strokes in mid-air
that utilizes not only the palm but also includes wrist and
elbow joints. Unlike most prior works, this representation
provides a richer space of skeletal data for analyzing mid-air
stroke-hover intent and also increases the information input
for our classifier. Second, we capture a data-set of a diverse
range of signs, symbols, and shapes with both the stroke
and hover information. This is unlike almost all other works

1All raw data collected in our studies will be shared publicly if the
manuscript is accepted.

where only the actual strokes are provided (since the focus
is on symbol recognition). Such data could be instrumental
in understanding user movement in many other applications.
Finally, in order to comprehensively investigate our new three-
point trajectory (palm-wrist-elbow), we derive five different
data representations and conduct comparative evaluations of
these representations to determine the best one to detect the
user’s stroke-hover intent (Section 5). Results from the model
trained using this newly recorded data show an improvement
in drawing intent prediction accuracy of our classifiers (Sec-
tion 6). For our evaluation, we divided our data-set into
training and testing sub-sets. While this evaluation itself is
limited to the same type of testing data as the training data,
we believe that our curve categories are sufficiently large and
diverse to make a case for the generalizability of our trained
models.

2 Related Works
Segmentation of sketched strokes into meaningful objects

and components has been studied extensively in literature [10–
12]. Many a time, curve inputs are also used as gestures
by multi-touch interactions [13–17]. However, in mid-air
interactions, the planarity of the recorded curve input is not
guaranteed. Therefore, existing techniques for determining
the meaningful parts of user input are not scalable.

To address this issue, many works have demonstrated
techniques for recognition of motion-based gestures [8, 18–
20], sketching [1–3], hand-writing [5–7], and development
of natural user interfaces using augmented and virtual re-
ality [21]. The key focus in these works is to be able to
categorize the user input as a known symbol in an existing
vocabulary (e.g. alphanumeric symbols). There are also ap-
proaches [22–25] that use hand-posture for detecting user
intent for creating mid-air strokes. However, hand pose es-
timation and skeleton tracking are still areas under progress
and are not yet robust enough for free-form tasks such as
sketching in design applications. This further poses difficul-
ties in the design and development of mid-air interactions
with large displays [26–28] wherein multiple users would be
able to collaborate in spatial environments.

Especially for design applications, special devices have
been proposed. For instance, Grosman et al. [29, 30] demon-
strated physical tape drawing for automotive curve design
using hand trackers for hand skeleton detection. Similarly,
Laundry et al. [31] describe 3D input techniques for large
displays using infrared trackers for robust interactions. Yang
et al. [32] describe an augmented reality based technique to
train users on manual milling operations, where all user ac-
tivities are recorded using Leap Motion controller and HTC
Vive head mounted displays.

This paper is a part of our continuing research to en-
able mid-air interactions that do not need a prescribed set of
gestures/postures or controllers to allow users to express 3D
artifacts. In relation to the previous works, we make three ob-
servations that motivate our problem and approach. First, the
effectiveness of 2D methods for segmentation and recognition
of curve inputs on touch surfaces have not been particularly



successful in higher dimensional spaces [8]. Second, there is
a need for methods that do not rely on clean and segmented
data to compare user input against some pre-defined vocab-
ulary of canonical shapes. To date, most curve recognition
techniques use segmented data and cannot handle a continu-
ous stream of 3D points [25, 33]. There are very few works
that address this issue using either a sliding window based ap-
proach to perform activity recognition with streaming sensor
data [34] or dynamic time warping for continuous dynamic
identification of gestures [8]. Even in these works, each user
input is first segmented and then classified with respect to the
templates stored in a database. In contrast to these, our work
processes mid-air curve input as sequential points which have
individual set of feature vectors, and performs the classifica-
tion on each point as and when new points are recorded. The
final observation motivating this work is that using a spatial
device or a hand posture is not natural to users especially for
sketching tasks [1]. We take inspiration from Works such as
Data Miming [35] and grasp-based virtual pottery [36] that
investigate gesture-free approaches for enabling users to per-
form open-ended spatial tasks that are guided by how users
interact with the physical world instead of prescribed actions.

3 Data Collection
The first step toward stroke-hover intent detection is the

collection of data from users that (a) robustly captures the
ground-truth (i.e. classified stroke and hover points) for a
variety of mid-air input, (b) is simple enough for a new user
to get accustomed to, (c) emulates, as closely as possible, a
desktop-based curve drawing interaction, and (d) does not
impose cognitive or physical constraints on users while per-
forming drawing tasks. To achieve these goals, we conducted
our data collection with an apparatus comprised of a Leap
Motion controller, and a custom hand-held wireless device
that acts as a 3D pen for the user to draw with. We chose
not to use a standard device (HTC Vive or Wii remote) for
both, the simplicity of software implementation as well as the
form-factor of the hardware.

The Leap motion controller accurately [37] tracks three
joints on the user’s hand: palm, wrist, and elbow, as described
in the following section. The flexible interaction volume of
the Leap allows the user to move their hand while drawing
freely without physical constraints. Furthermore, Leap mo-
tion offers a spatial tracking accuracy of 0.2 mm for static
setups and 1.2 mm for dynamic setups [37]. Studies eval-
uating the spatial resolution and tracking accuracy of the
Leap controller recommend this portable device in compari-
son with other commercially available optical sensors such
as Microsoft Kinect and Optotrak [38, 39]. These attributes
enable using the Leap motion controller for complex tasks
involving finger and joint tracking such as stroke rehabilita-
tion [40], sound synthesis [41], and air painting [42], amongst
others. Before conducting our data collection, we first per-
formed tests to ensure that holding the 3D pen does not affect
the tracking of the palm, wrist, and elbow joints from the
Leap Motion controller. Subsequently, we collected user data
across six different shape categories.

Fig. 2. Data collection setup using the Bluetooth-connected 3D pen
and Leap Motion controller.

Fig. 3. Alphanumerics (a), 2D primitives (b), special curves (c), mo-
tion gestures (d), 2D free-form shapes (e), and 3D primitives (f) drawn
by users during the data collection study.

3.1 Data Collection Setup
Our setup (Figure 2) comprises of the following compo-

nents:
1. Arm Trajectory Tracking: Bare hand interactions in

the mid-air involve a series of simultaneous movements of the
user’s elbow, wrist, and consecutively, palm joints. To incor-
porate the effect of these movements in the stroke-hover intent
classifier, the Leap Motion controller is used to record time
stamped coordinates of the user’s elbow-wrist-palm inclusive
three point trajectory. The Leap controller is mounted on the
table, and the user draws 3D drawings within the interaction
volume of the device.

2. Stroke-Hover Ground-truth Detection: To record the
stroke-hover intent of a tracked point, a device resembling
a 3D hand-held pen was developed. The device comprises
of a button, that is pressed by the user every time a stroke
is to be drawn. The pen communicates with the computer
via a Bluetooth HC-06 serial port, and is programmed using
an Arduino Pro Mini. At any given point of time, the pen
sends a one byte long character string indicating 0-1 status
of the button to the computer, suggestive of the button up or



down states, respectively. This information, combined with
the 3-point trajectory recorded by the Leap Motion effectively
constitute a single data point at any given time.

3. Software: The data recording interface is developed
using C++ on the OpenGL platform, and implemented on
Intel Core i7-6700HQ CPU running at 2.6GHz, on a Windows
10 Home operating system.

3.2 Participants
For recording the 3D drawing data, 25 engineering stu-

dents (13 female) within the age range of 19-30 years were
recruited. 3 participants had prior experience with 3D sketch-
ing (digital), while none of the participants had experience
with any computer vision devices like the Leap motion con-
troller, or 3D depth cameras. None of the participants had
experience with using hand-held devices for drawing in mid-
air.

3.3 Drawing tasks
We begin with the observation that while we aim to

provide stroke-hover classification for any possible intended
curve the user may wish to draw, drawing without context
is meaningless. At the same time, training our classifiers on
a narrow set of curves would also defeat the purpose since
it will lead to a mere gesture recognition based approach.
Therefore, our strategy was two-fold. First, we consider a
wide variety of curve types that covers most (if not all) of the
basic geometric features (in terms of continuity, curvature,
and inflections). Additionally, we also add “composite curves”
of objects such as trees etc where the individual strokes have
no specific meaning in themselves but their composition is a
meaningful shape. To this end, our choices of curve types are
more based on both geometric as well as semantic features.
Our second strategy is that we do not train our models with
any prior information about the identity of the curves. For
example, while the user may be drawing a circle, the model
is trained completely ignorant of the fact that it was a circle.
This enforces our algorithm to learn only to classify inten-
tional vs. non-intentional points rather than recognizing the
identity of the shape.

The data collection tasks were elaborately designed to
incorporate multiple geometries, different planarity, and a
broad variety of motion and gestural drawings. To ensure
semantic variety, shapes belonging to the alphanumeric cat-
egory, 2D/3D primitives, and planar curves were recorded.
Observation from our previous work [9] indicates drawing
speed to be one of the major factors affecting the stroke-hover
classification of a given point. With this in mind, we en-
sured that the users were asked to draw shapes with minimal
complexity (such as letters of alphabet, numbers, primitive
geometries, etc.) so that they can solely focus on the task of
drawing as naturally as possible in mid-air. 3D primitives
were recorded to ensure the trained classifier is able to capture
stroke-hover differences irrespective of the dimensionality of
recorded curves. Each participant recorded data across 6
different shape categories (Figure 3) as follows:

1. Alpha-numeric Characters These curves include 26 let-
ters of the English alphabet, and numbers.

2. 2D Primitives These curves include 2D primitives such as
the circle, triangle, square, and pentagon. To understand
whether the size of a drawn shape affects the stroke-hover
classification accuracy of the models, the participants were
asked to draw the shapes in three sizes: small, medium,
and large. All shapes were drawn on the front, top, and
right planes to ensure that the effect of planarity on the
stroke-hover intent is captured.

3. Special Curves To ensure the trained classier is robust
towards varying geometric properties of the drawn curves,
the participants were asked to draw curves with special
geometric properties (degree 2, degree 3 polynomials) and
features (inflexion points, repetitive waveforms, etc).

4. Stroke Gestures These curves involved the participants
using the 3D pen to ”draw” motion gestures in mid air,
such as swipe, check mark, cross mark, etc. These set of
curves are recorded to validate the utility of stroke-hover
classification approach towards symbol/gesture recogni-
tion tasks. Part of these symbols are referred from the
$1/P-recognizers family [14, 15].

5. Planar Free-Form Doodles This session allowed the par-
ticipants to draw free form planar shapes on the front plane
from Google’s Quick, Draw! [43] database, such as a ball,
cat, tree, etc. These set of curves are recorded to ensure
that the stroke-hover classification model is trained using
free-form data that generalizes the classifier beyond known
shape primitives, symbols, and figures.

6. 3D Primitives In comparison to the other shape categories,
here, the participants were not restricted to a given plane,
and were allowed to draw 3D primitives such as the cube,
frustum, and cylinder, within the entire interaction volume
of the Leap controller.

For each shape across the six categories, participants
recorded data through three trials. Each shape was recorded
once per session. No visual feedback about the mid-air curve
input was provided to the participants, and instead, they were
instructed to draw the curves as naturally as they could (i.e. as
fast or as slow as they would if there were no interface). The
hand trajectory tracking was monitored by the study proctor,
and whenever the participants went out of the tracking zone,
they were instructed by the proctor accordingly. After every
session, the participants were allowed a break to ensure that
hand fatigue does not bias the recorded data. It is assumed
that the 2D data sketched by users is primarily planar, and
can be drawn using single strokes or multiple strokes. The
3-dimensional primitives recorded are multi-planar and multi-
stroke curves. For every curve drawn, the interface records
a continuous sequence of 3D coordinates of the user’s elbow
Ex,y,z, wrist Wx,y,z, and the palm position Px,y,z, and the classi-
fication of that point as being stroke(1), or hover(0). Along
with the curve coordinates and classification status, the time
stamp of all drawn points is recorded in milliseconds t.



4 Preliminary Data Analysis
In order to better design our representations and models,

we conduct preliminary analysis on the recorded data. We
identify differentiating visual and motion profile properties
for the stroke-hover curves across six shape categories, and
use these insights to better design our feature representations.
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Fig. 4. Average stroke-hover speeds of the palm-wrist-elbow trajec-
tory for all drawn shapes across the six shape categories. Speed is
in mm/s.

4.1 Visual Profiles
Visual analysis of the spatial profiles for the palm, wrist,

and elbow trajectory indicate the following aspects. When
drawing any given shape mid-air, the palm point travels maxi-
mum distance, while the elbow trajectory is observed to be
almost stationary. It is observed that participants typically
used the elbow point as a pivot, and manipulated the wrist
and palm to draw shapes – similar to how a person draws on
a paper, or a tablet. Spatial variations in the elbow trajectory
are observed however, when 3D primitives are drawn.

4.2 Speed Profiles & Direction
Overall stroke-hover speed profiles are different from as

observed in the previous data recording study conducted using
the GeoMagic Touch haptic device [9]. Here, on an average,
strokes are traversed faster than hovers. This variation can be
attributed to the additional spatial freedom of the palm-wrist
joints in the new setup. Further, reduction in traversal speeds
are observed along the transition points. Variations in speed
profiles are observed across different shape categories (Figure
4). Alphanumeric characters, due to their familiarity, are
traversed fastest (average speed = 0.9mm/s), while free-form
shapes are drawn the slowest (average speed = 0.624mm/s).
Also, as was observed in the behavioral study described in
our previous work [9], stroke curves possess higher curvature
(average curvature = 0.096) than hover curves, indicating that
hovers are typically traversed in straight lines.

5 Stroke-Hover Classifier Training
To train a stroke-hover classifier using the recorded data,

we first address two important questions: (a) how can we

model information from the three trajectories representing
the user’s hand motion when drawing in mid-air to extract
relevant stroke-hover features, and (b) using these representa-
tions, how can we train different classification models? We
address these two aspects in the section below.

5.1 Geometric Feature Based Classification
Based on the mid-air drawing intent classification results

discussed in our previous work [9], using the tracked palm,
wrist, and elbow points, for every recorded point i, we extract
geometric features given by Gi = [si ai ji ci S r ωα ωβ].

Fig. 5. Estimated curvature and discrete Frenet frames of the
recorded curve.

Here, si,ai, ji are the speed, acceleration, and jerk rela-
tive to the previous point; S r is the ratio between speed of
successive points; ci is the local curvature; and ωα, ωβ, and
ωγ represent the change in planarity of the recorded mid-air
curve input. These geometric features are used to construct
the following models with the recorded data:

Palm-Point Geometric G1: Using the time-stamped co-
ordinate of the palm trajectory and the geometric features
above, we train a classifier using the 8-dimensional ge-
ometric feature vector extracted from the recorded palm
trajectory, G1 =

[
spi api jpi cpi S pr ωpα ωpβ ωpγ

]
.

Palm-Wrist-Elbow-Point Geometric G2: Along with
considering the point-to-point geometric variations in the
palm trajectory(Gp), we consider the wrist(Gw) and elbow
(Ge) points too, and construct a 24-dimensional geometric
feature vector given by G2 =

[
Gp Gw Ge

]
.

5.2 Differential Coordinate-Based Classification
Geometric features described in the previous section are

a derived representation of the nature of stroke-hover 3D data
recorded. In this section, we explore models constructed from
the differential coordinates of the hand trajectory. This is
based on our prior experiments where the velocity turned
out to be the most discriminating feature of the trajectories.
For this, the palm-wrist-elbow data is recorded as a time
stamped trajectory of sequential points. To extract differenti-
ating stroke-hover characteristics from the recorded data, we
use the raw time-series coordinates to train classifier models.
That is, the observation at time step ti is represented as the
difference with respect to observation at instance ti−1. This



Fig. 6. One-point and three-point raw data based local differential representations extracted from palm-wrist-elbow trajectories of the user
drawn shapes.

removes the trend and the resultant difference series repre-
sents the changes in observations, in this case, changes in
the 3D trajectories of the elbow, wrist, and palm when the
user draws a shape mid-air. Five different mid-air motion
representations of the palm, wrist, and elbow trajectories are
constructed (Figure 6) as follows:

One Point Representation: This is the simplest 4 di-
mensional motion representation (F1) constructed using dif-
ference in the time stamped palm coordinates recorded for
each shape.

Three Point Representations: Using the 3-point track-
ing data, we embody the multi-joint motion when draw-
ing in mid-air through different representations of the bio-
mechanical link system (Figure 6). While representation F2
encodes the joint information through a simple difference
between the palm, elbow, and wrist positions between any
two given instances, F3 and F4 encode the motion using rep-
resentations with elbow as the pivot or reference position for
other joints in the bio-mechanical link. Finally, F5 considers
a representation with the palm as the reference point for em-
bedding the consecutive wrist and elbow movements in 3D
space when a user draws.

6 Classifier Training & Testing
6.1 Data Distribution

A total of 165,000 (70,813 stroke, 94,187 hover) time-
stamped data points were recorded across 6 shape categories,
with three trials each, from all participants. All data recorded
is randomized to ensure that the training and testing data sets
do not comprise of consecutively recorded shapes from sim-
ilar categories by a single user. Of the total recorded data,
114,270 points (50,786 stroke, 63,481 hover) are used for
training the classifiers, while the remaining 50,730 points
(25,024 stroke, 25,076 hover) are used for testing and cross-
validation (10-fold cross validation). Further, while training,
the feature vectors are randomly sampled from the available
set to eliminate over-fitting of the trained model due to con-
secutive data points.

6.2 Classifier Selection & Optimization

We use random forests to predict the stroke-hover intent
from the recorded 3D data. In total, we trained seven ran-
dom forest classifiers, two for the feature based (G1 and G2)
representations, and five for the raw data based representa-
tions (F1 to F5). Our previous experiments showed that the
classification accuracy of each recorded point depended more
on the number of decision trees than the depth of the trees.
Based on this, our goal was to first find the optimum number
of decision trees that would result in the best classification
accuracy for each data representation individually. Given any
representation, we start with default values of Nt = 10, and
the number of trees per forest are increased iteratively until
Nt = 150. To counter the effects of stroke-hover imbalance
in the data, a weighted cost matrix is used, with whover = 1
and wstroke = 1.15. The results discussed in section 7 are ob-
tained from these optimized classifiers, for each trajectory
representation.

6.3 Evaluation Metrics

All classification models are evaluated on the basis of
their prediction accuracy, using the remaining 30% split of
data. Along with standard prediction accuracy (η) computed
for every individual point recorded on the curve, we also
compared the precision (T P/(T P+FP)) and recall (T P/(T P+

FN)) where T P, T N, FP, and FN denote true positives, true
negatives, false positives, and false negatives respectively.

6.4 Software Architecture

Our stroke - hover classification model can be described
as comprising of following three main modules (Figure 7),
namely, (1) the data recording visual interface, (2) the training
module that was used to train the classifier based on pre-
recorded user input, and (3) the testing module wherein we
test the learnt models based on new user input.
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Fig. 7. Software architecture for stroke-hover classification data col-
lection user interface, training, and testing modules.

6.4.1 Data Recording Visual Interface
This is the visual interface built on OpenGL where the

user records mid-air curves using the Leap Motion controller
and hand-held remote. Hand coordinates from the Leap Mo-
tion controller are normalized and converted into geometric
and differential coordinate based feature vectors. This module
allows the processed feature vectors to be saved into a file
that can be re-used later for training/testing purposes.

During the data collection study, data from the hand-held
remote was used to record users’ stroke - hover intent. All
data recorded as stroke was displayed on the screen using
GLUT libraries.

6.4.2 Training Module
The training module - Airsketch Learner, comprises of

functions to load feature vectors, and use machine learning
models built using OpenCV to train the feature vectors. Model
learning parameters (such as number of trees, depth per tree,
etc. for random forests) are specified when calling the training
functions. The learned model is then stored on a file to be
used later for testing purposes.

6.4.3 Testing Module
This module allows to test user-recorded data using the

trained learning models. Each feature vector is classified into
stroke and hover points. The predicted user-intended curve
is displayed as stroke points on the OpenGL interface, using
GLUT functions.

7 Results & Observations
In this section, the prediction accuracy for binary clas-

sifiers trained using different curve data representations are
discussed, and the best model is identified.

7.1 Geometric Feature Based Classification
The classifiers trained using features G1 and G2 predict

stroke-hover with an accuracy of η = 72.33% and η = 73.1%
respectively. Testing accuracy from the palm-point feature
G1 align closely with the single point model discussed in
our previous models [9], and exhibit a precision-recall rate
of 0.659 and 0.616. The three point geometric feature G2
predicts with a slightly better accuracy, however, both models
exhibit relatively high false negatives.

7.2 Skeleton-Based Classification
7.2.1 One Point Representation

With a 4-dimensional feature representation of the palm
points(F1), the classifier results in a training accuracy of
η = 70.56% and an average test accuracy of ηF1 = 74.07%.
The classification results show a significant improvement in
comparison with the real-time bare-hand classification results
obtained from the model trained on data collected using the
haptics device [9]. The results however, indicate a high de-
gree of false negatives, with a precision-recall distribution
of 0.733 and 0.692 respectively. This presses the need for
high dimensional representation of the hand motion, results
of which are discussed next.

7.2.2 Three Point Representation
The four feature representations based on the palm-wrist-

elbow trajectories are trained and tested using a similar data
split, as described. Classifier trained using motion data rep-
resentation F2 predicts with a test accuracy ηF2 = 73.91%,
whereas those with representations F3 and F4 have average
accuracy equal to ηF3 = 74.23% and ηF4 = 74.56% respec-
tively. Classifier trained using F5 on the other hand predicts
with an average accuracy of ηF5 = 79.87% (Figures 8(a), 8(b),
9(b)). Further analysis of prediction accuracy across differ-
ent shape categories indicates that best results are obtained
for motion gestures (Figure 8(c)) and special curves (Figure
9(a)), with η = 80.33% and η = 81.36% respectively. With an
out-of-bag error of 0.21 and differences in the palm position
(∆Pi) as the most dominating stroke-hover identifier, raw data
representation F5 =

[
∆P ~PW ~PE ∆t

]
is identified as the most

accurate classifier for our stroke-hover classification problem.

7.3 Bare Hand Drawing Predictions
To test the best model with real-world data, we recorded

bare hand drawings across the six shape categories using the
Leap controller. Participants were instructed to draw shapes in
mid-air within the interaction volume of Leap using their bare
hand movements without any visual feedback. To observe
how hand motion data representation affects the stroke-hover
predictions, the recorded data was tested using one point and
three point geometric feature based classifiers (G1, G2), and
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Fig. 8. Random Forest classifier predictions using raw data based representation F5 for (a) alphanumeric sketch data recorded during
Session 1, (b) 2D primitives recorded during Session 2, and (c) gesture and motion curves recorded during Session 3.

Fig. 9. Random Forest classifier predictions using raw data based
representation F5 for (a) special planar curves recorded during Ses-
sion 4 and (b) free-form planar curves and 3D primitives recorded
during Sessions 5 and 6 respectively.

raw hand motion representations based classifiers (F1, F5).
The three point motion representation classifier (F5) exhibits
the best prediction results with the minimum false negatives
in comparison to other representations.

Prediction of the drawn curves using these four classifiers
points towards two important results: a) detecting the intent

for drawing improves by considering multi-point skeletal
trajectories (G1, F1 and G2, F5), and b) training classifiers on
differences captures stroke-hover characteristics better than
derived geometric representations. It is important to note
that despite displaying improved results in comparison to
the bare hand predictions obtained in the previous work [9],
the differences in the hand posture when drawing using the
hand-held remote versus drawing bare-hand reflect in the false
positives exhibited by the best model predictions (F5).

7.4 Limitations
Despite eliminating spatial restrictions associated with

the GeoMagic Touch device, the basic premise of recording
data using the Leap controller involved using a hand-held
device for recording the stroke-hover intent in mid-air. While
the setup was designed to closely replicate how users typically
draw in mid-air, the palm and wrist trajectories differ in the
two scenarios, which is reflected in the bare-hand Leap data
predictions (Figure 10). In future studies, we plan to eliminate
dependencies on hand-held devices by using non-invasive in-
tent recognition techniques such as finger-tap sensors. The
biased false negatives of the model dictates the need for iden-
tifying critical geometric and temporal properties associated
with strokes, which would result in more accurate predictions.
Moreover, the data recorded in both studies involves asking
the user to create drawings instead of strokes. In future, we
plan to build a strokes-only data-set and use the current ap-
proach towards identifying strokes as an anomaly detection
problem. Further, mid-air curve input speed is dependent on
other factors like the type of curves, preciseness with which
they are drawn, and applications for the 3D curve input. In fu-
ture studies, we plan to record a comprehensive data-set with
focused participant groups (arts, architecture, designers), and
through drawing tasks designed in lieu of an end application.
Our testing and training samples are sourced from the same
data-set. Therefore, the generalizability of our methods needs
to be evaluated further. Given that our curve categories are
sufficiently large and diverse (ranging from primitives, curves
with specific geometric properties, real-world sketches etc),
we believe that our trained models can handle general curves.
However, further studies are required to systematically test
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Fig. 11. Average accuracy, precision, and recall for test predictions
using all combinations of geometric and differential feature vectors.

the generalizability of our methods.

8 Discussion
8.1 Hand Representation: From Palm to Elbow

The one point motion representation model (F1) trained
using the time stamped palm coordinate predicted curves with
an average accuracy much lower than the models trained us-
ing three point motion representations (F2 to F5, Figure 11).
This shift can also be clearly seen in the reduction in false
positives and false negatives, as one moves from one point to
three point models - both, for feature based as well as raw ge-
ometric motion representations (Figure 10). These variations
suggest that apart from the palm trajectory, important stroke-
hover information can be derived from the additional wrist
and elbow joints. It further indicates that though the overall
movement of the wrist and elbow joints is smaller when com-
pared to the palm, inclusion of higher dimensional data for
drawing intent classification task is an important aspect. In
future studies, it would be worthwhile to study how upper
body skeleton movements affects the classification models.

8.2 Trajectory Representation: Features vs Raw Mo-
tion Data

In line with previous work [9], using both one point and
three point data, we extracted important geometric features
from the recorded trajectories. While these geometric features
based classifiers are able to identify hovers, they are character-
ized with a low precision-recall rate. However, using simple
local differences of the palm-wrist-elbow trajectories exhib-
ited high prediction accuracy as well as reasonable precision-
recall. That is, training the classifier on the variations of spa-
tial coordinates of the time stamped hand-trajectories proved
to be a good indicator of identifying a user’s stroke-hover

intent. This observation points to an important question: is
there a way to extract hidden characteristics from strokes and
hovers? It would be interesting to model the drawing intent
classification problem using some lower dimensional embed-
ding of the raw data through data reconstruction algorithms
such as autoencoders.

8.3 Device Form Factor: Pen vs. Remote
Training a classifier for drawing intent recognition task is

a supervised learning problem — that is, training our models
mandated the recording of ground-truth. In this work, we
used the hand-held device with a Leap controller tracking the
user’s elbow-wrist-palm while they draw in mid-air. While
this setup was designed to be as close as possible to the way
people naturally would draw in mid-air, the inclusion of the
hand-held device caused some variations in the wrist trajec-
tories for both cases. The hand movements observed when
using an instrumented controller, as compared to bare hand
movements, are different. This explains the false positives and
false negatives observed while predicting bare hand mid-air
data recorded using the Leap controller. To ensure similarity
between the trained classifier and its target application areas
(say, mid-air drawing), it is necessary to use stroke-hover
tracking mechanisms that are minimally invasive to the way
users draw naturally in mid-air.

8.4 Robustness Towards False Negatives
Bare hand data tested using all models proposed in this

paper exhibit a certain degree of false negatives. These are
typically localized in areas of high curvature, or high speed
transitions. Bare hand mid-air drawing involves 6-DOF move-
ments of the palm-wrist-elbow joint-link structure, ranging
from simple translation, rotation about the joints, tilting, etc.
Thus, along with recording the 3D coordinates of skeletal
joints, it is necessary to record aspects associated with such
movements using sensors such as accelerometers and gy-
roscopes. A model trained on such comprehensive data is
expected to help improve the stroke-hover prediction metrics.

9 Future Directions & Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a rigorous investigation of the

motion trajectory representation of human movement in the



context of gesture-free mid-air curve input. The fundamental
problem we addressed is that of stroke-hover classification.
Our representation based on the differential coordinates for
the palm-wrist-elbow configuration proved to provide the best
accuracy in comparison to the previous results. Experiments
with palm-point and upper-arm skeleton data representations
further suggested that the use of additional skeletal informa-
tion is key to understand fundamental actions such as drawing-
intent in contrast to higher level actions such as pre-designed
gestures.

We envision the integration of a stroke-hover detection
sub-system in future spatial user interfaces (SUIs) for 3D mod-
eling and design. To this end, we believe that our method can
be combined with existing trajectory and gesture recognition
engines to make spatial 3D modeling more robust. There are
several challenges that still need to be addressed before this is
achieved. Given that a large part of the current stroke-gesture
recognition dwells on the issue of segmenting mid-air trajec-
tory or determining meaningful portions of the trajectory, our
work can serve as an intermediate step towards improving
known frameworks for recognition of spatial symbols and
gestures.
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